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ANGLO-SOVIET FINANCIAL AGREEMENT

For the convenience of the press a translation is issued of a

communique published in Moscow last night relating to an

Agreement between the U.S.S.R and Great Britain on the financing
of British military supplies which was signed on June 27, 1942.

"On June 27, 1942, the signing took place in Moscow of an Agreement
between the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and of

the United Kingdom of Croat Britain end Northern Ireland on financing

military supplies end ether military assistance by the British Government

to the Soviet Government.

"On behalf of the Soviet Government the Agreement was signed by the

Peoples Commissar for Foreign Trade of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Comrade A. I. Mikoyan, and on behalf of the British Government by the Ambassador

Extraordinary and Plenipoteniary of Great Britain, Sir A. Clark Kerr.

"Under the conditions of this Agreement the British Government agree to

ensure to the Soviet Government military supplies and other military assistance,
the supplies to the Soviet Union of in Great Britain or

the British Dominions or Colonies t ho node available free of payment. Further

improvement in British military supplies to the Soviet Union has been provided
for in it.

"It is pointed cut in the Agreement that the Soviet Government wish that

any assistance of one party to the other should be rendered on the basis of

reciprocity. Provisions of the Agreement have retroactive force, being

reckoned to take effect from June 22, 1941.

"This Agreement does not affect the financing of British deliveries of

raw materials and of supplies and goods of general character, which, as is

known, is regulated by the agreement on mutual supplies, credit and manner of

payment concluded on August 16, 1941 and which created all necessary pre-

requisites for constant increase both in supplies of British goods to the

Soviet Union as well as in supplies of certain Soviet goods to Great Britain.

"Under the Agreement of August 16, 1941 Great Britain granted the Soviet

Government a credit amounting to 10 million pounds sterling, it having, been

then established that, the contracting parties should enter into negotiations

concerning further credit ac soon as the amount of credit utilised ire*? near

tc 10 million pounds sterling.

"At present as, a result of the successful application of the Agreement,
the amount of credit utilised has approached 10 million pounds sterling, and

the British Government unite recently granted the Soviet Government fresh credit

amounting to 23 trillion pounds sterling on previous terms.

"Agreement on the financing of British supplies and the granting of an

additional credit of 25 million pounds sterling under the Agreement of August

16, 1941, create a wide financial basis for military and economic assistance

by Groat Britain to the Soviet onion,"
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